User Manual
The Snuffmaster is a snuff machine which can be used as pocket snuff box and snuff
dispenser at the same time. Its modern design and carefully machined materials are
matchless.
The Snuffmaster allows immediate sniffing out of the snuff machine as well as exact portioning
of snuff on the back of a hand. Due to its integrated reservoir the Snuffmaster can be easily
reloaded by pushing the slider.
THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS HAVE TO BE READ CAREFULLY BEFORE USAGE!
ATTENTION: Cover plate is fixed by STRONG MAGNETS
1. Remove Snuffmaster from packing unit.

2. Remove cover plate (fixed by magnets).
3. Fill integrated reservoir with snuff.
NOTE: It's not allowed to push the slider while cover plate is
removed. Integrated spring may pop out and cause injury.

4. Replace cover plate again ( will fix itself due to magnets).

5. Hold Snuffmaster aslope and shake gently to allow snuff to
reach bore holes.

6. Lead Snuffmaster to the back of the hand.
7. Push slider and hold in position.
Pat slightly on your hand and snuff will fall out in two equal
portions.
8. Enjoy the Snuffmaster - Experience.

SPECIAL APPLICATION!
Only recommended for advanced snuff users.
Snuff can be sniffed into nose directly out of Snuffmaster.
Perform steps 1-6
7. Lead bore holes of Snuffmaster to your nose.
8. Take a deep breath through your nose.
9. Enjoy the Snuffmaster - Experience.

Excessive snuff consumption can lead to serious health injuries.
Not suitable for children under age of 3. Parts could be swallowed.
No liability for person injury and property damage due to Snuffmaster misusage.
Do not push slider if cover plate is removed - Integrated spring may pop out and cause injury.
Contains strong magnets - magnetically sensitive items, such as mobile phone, credit cards,
etc. should be kept away from Snuffmaster.
Only legally purchased snuff is allowed for usage.
Client confirms legal age by purchasing the Snuffmaster.
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ENJOY THE SNUFFMASTER

